
Phys4052 Spring 2007 MXP Project WebPages 

Introduction 
A generic project web page for each project group has been created and uploaded into the U:\pub\Web directory.  
You may use Microsoft FrontPage 2003 to alter it and to suit your needs.  As soon as you have created a webpage, 
it will be linked to the course webpage.  Ultimately, your pages will be copied to the MXP server.  
 
(If you prefer to use software other than FrontPage to create your WebPages, you may do so as long as the final 
product does not rely on executables or java applets.  Please submit the final version of your web to Kurt Wick and 
make sure that all the internal hyperlinks are relative so the pages can be easily moved.) 

Microsoft FrontPage 
FrontPage allows you to create WebPages without having to learn HTML or Java, the languages mainly used for 
creating WebPages.  Instead, FrontPage feels a lot like a traditional word processor program and can easily work 
together with other MS products such as Word, Excel or PowerPoint.  It aids you in creating and designing pages, 
linking them and assigning various styles to them and ultimately converts your documents into HTML for hosting 
them on the web. 

Instructions for Creating a New Web 
1. Microsoft FrontPage 2003 has been installed on most MXP machines.  It can be found under: Start / All 

Programs / Microsoft Office / Microsoft FrontPage 2003.   If a message pops up informing you that 
FrontPage is not your default webpage editor, confirm it by letting FrontPage be the default web editor. 

2. A simple web template for each project group has already been created.  Of course, you will have to 
change it but it will help you get started.  Select this generic web template: from the menu, select “File / 
Open Site” and then enter:  U:\pub\Web\  You should now see a list of project web folders with names 
like ‘S07_WEBNAME,’ where ‘WEBNAME’ refers to the name that has been assigned to your web site.   
Select the folder that best describes your project and then click on “Open.”  Next select the “Default.htm” 
file and double click on it.  You should now see something like the picture shown below. 

 
3. If this view looks confusing, use one of the most useful features of FrontPage, the “Navigation View” to 

get a quick overview over your web site.  From the menu, select:  View / Navigation and you should see 
something similar to the next picture: 



 
 
In the right hand window you can see the “tree structure” of your web site.  It is the organizational layout 
of your web site listing all linked pages.  The most important document is the “Home Page” and below 
are (links to) pages for the Abstract, Theory etc and these may have yet pages linked below them. 

4. To edit any of these pages, double click on them in the navigation view.  (You could also double click on 
them in the left pane.)  For example, open the “Home Page” for editing by double clicking on it; you 
should see: 

 
 
Note that this page has comments statements on it that will not show up when viewed in the browser.  
You may ignore them for now.  (If you prefer to see what the actual page looks like when it is opened in 
the web browser, click on the “Preview” pane at the bottom of the window.) 
 
Important: this page has been split into three sections: 
  a) a top border that displays the name of the page (in the above case, “Home Page”) and navigation bars 
with links to pages “above” it;  
  b) the left border with navigation bars with links to pages “below” this one; 
  c) and, finally, the page with the actual information to display, (in the example above, the section 
containing among others, the text “Generic Project” etc.). 
 
To save yourself a lot of frustrations and headaches, never ever edit, change or alter the information 
directly in the top and left side border!  When you update or change the navigation view by adding (or 
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removing) pages from your web site these border regions will always update automatically!   For more 
information on this topic read the tips below on “navigation bars.” 

5. Edit your Homepage:  Change the names of your project and students.  (You may also want to update the 
email address linked to it by right-clicking on it and then selecting “Hyperlink Properties.”  Save your 
edited page.  If you have problems saving your changes than either you have selected the wrong project or 
your access privileges are incorrect.  See Kurt Wick. 

6. You may now go back to the navigation view, see step 3, and edit any of the other pages by double 
clicking on it.  Editing is very similar to using a standard word processor such as MS Word and you can 
enter or past text or pictures directly onto the page.  As soon as you save a page, you should be able to see 
the changes in a web browser.   Note: do not rely on the FP editor on how your final layout will look; 
always preview it in a “real” web browser.  To do so, either start a web browser, such as Internet 
Explorer, or in FP editor select: File / Preview in Browser. (Don't forget to save your edited page and then 
to press "reload" in the browser to see the changes.) 

7. You may add new pages to your web.  Do so by clicking on the New Page icon or selecting from the 
menu: File / New / Blank Page.  You should see a new page, called “New Page_1”.  Select Navigation 
View and then drag it from the left pane (where the files are listed) into the “Navigation View” on the 
right and move it to the appropriate location so it's linked to the appropriate parent page.  (See picture 
below.)  You may also rename it after that. 

 
The new name will also be its link name and it will automatically appear in the navigation toolbar on the 
borders of your pages. 

8. If you want to see how your pages look in an actual web browser, either select File / Preview in Browser 
or enter the following URL directly into a browser: 
http://mxp.physics.umn.edu/projects/s07_WEBNAME/ 
where WEBNAME is the name of your project web.  As soon as your web site has been setup it will be 
linked to your directory.  Warning: there may be a delay, depending on how busy the network is, till your 
changes show up if they are viewed through a browser. 

Tips 
• Creating Pages: The easiest way to create pages is to copy / paste material from other applications (MS 

Word, Excel and PowerPoint) directly onto a new or existing page using FP Editor.  You should already 
have most of the content for the pages from your proposal. 

• Default.htm or Homepage:  Never delete the file named “default.htm,” also sometimes called 
“homepage.”  It is the very first page that any web browser searches for when accessing your website.  If 
it cannot find this file then the user will not be able to access your web. 
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• Navigation Bars: Nothing confuses first time users of FP more than the navigation bars and hyperlinks 
FP automatically inserts at the top and at the left border of some of your pages.  They look messy in FP 
editor but when viewed in an actual web browser they will look different and they allow the users to 
navigate through your pages easily without you having to insert hyperlinks and keeping track of all of 
your pages.  Do not edit or change the navigation bars directly but instead deal with the hyperlinks to the 
pages as outlined in step 7above, i.e., using the FP Navigation View. 
 
To add pages to navigation hyperlinks simply drag the new pages from the folders in FP Explorer into 
Explorer Navigation View. 
 
To edit the navigation “tree structure,” in Explorer Navigation View move the pages below the homepage 
adjacent or below other pages.  The type of navigation bar and the information displayed in it depends on 
the page’s location in the navigation tree structure.  For example, navigation links in your left border are 
only displayed for parent pages, i.e., if there are any “child” pages below it.  You can change the 
appearance and properties of the navigation bars somewhat by clicking on it and selecting the properties 
sheet but it is not recommended. 

• Hyperlinks:  If you want to add hyperlinks inside a page, in FP editor, enter the text and then select the 
word(s) which will become the hyperlink.  From the menu bar select Insert / Hyperlink and select the type 
of hyperlink you want to create, i.e., to another web page or to an email address and then enter the 
appropriate URL. 

• Themes:  To apply consistent backgrounds and fonts to all your pages, select from the menu: Format / 
Theme and choose a theme of your choice. 

• Tables:  Since web pages are not designed with a specific physical size you will find the use of tables 
very helpful if the layout is important.  For example, if you want to add captions directly below pictures, 
create (an invisible) table and drop the pictures and captions in the appropriate cells.  Invisible tables can 
be created by setting the border width to zero. 

• Pictures & Camera:  Take pictures of your setup and ideally, your results.  You can check out a camera 
from Kurt Wick in RM 69 and he will upload the pictures afterwards into the U:\pub\pictures directory. 
 
If you want to modify the pictures you must first copy them to the folders in your directory; you may then 
use Photoshop, which is installed on Marcellus in Room 65, to modify them. 
 
To add the pictures to your website, create first a page and then drag and drop the picture onto that page.  
If you want to be fancy, you may want to create a table on that page.  (See above.) 

• Legal Issues:  Do not use material on your web for which you do not own the copy right.  Also, we 
reserve the right to delete any material that is not appropriate. 

• Due Date:  The web sites must be completed by the final date, May 12, 4:30 PM. 

Let Kurt Wick know when you have created your project pages so that we can link them to the course web page. 
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